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ABSTRACT
Defending “The Principle”: Orson Pratt and the Rhetoric of Plural Marriage
Jake D. Simmonds
Religious Education, BYU
Master of Arts
In 1852, the leadership of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints made the
pivotal decision to publicize the doctrine and practice of plural marriage—something they
had worked to keep out of the public eye for years. This decision came in response to
federal and social pressures. They quickly moved to announce and defend plural marriage
among Church members as well as broader society, including those in the federal
government.
Orson Pratt was chosen by Brigham Young to be the face and the voice of the
Church concerning plural marriage, both in Salt Lake City among members and in
Washington D.C., where he preached sermons and published a periodical on the subject.
This thesis a) demonstrates why Orson Pratt was the ideal candidate for such an
undertaking; b) assesses the motivation for and context of the public unveiling and
defense of plural marriage; c) analyzes Pratt’s rhetoric of the first public treatise on the
subject given to a Latter-day Saint congregation at a special conference on 29 August
1852; and d) compares the rhetoric and reasoning between Pratt’s sermon to the Saints and
his persuasive periodical written to the nation from Washington D.C. titled The Seer.
Pratt’s rhetoric is incisive and carefully tailored to his audience. Important nuances
in argumentation arise as he publishes The Seer and strives to convince his fellow citizens
that plural marriage is right before God, improves society, and that the Saints should be
allowed to practice polygamy as an expression of religious freedom. Orson Pratt
ultimately fails to make a difference in the national opinion of plural marriage, but is
successful in establishing a foundation of principles and reason that would be employed
by the Saints to defend the practice of plural marriage for decades.

Keywords: Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, plural marriage, polygamy, United
States history, Latter-day Saint history, Mormon history, religious freedom
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Introduction: “The Principle” Goes Public
From 1851-1852, the leadership of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
carefully prepared to reveal their practice of polygamy (called plural marriage and
colloquially “the principle” by the early Saints) to the world. They knew that it would be a
difficult aspect of their religious practice to share, let alone defend. In preparation for a
large-scale public unveiling, Brigham Young, the enigmatic Prophet of the Church,
reassigned Salt Lake City’s first mayor, Jedediah Grant, from a proselyting mission to
Washington, D.C. in order to help manage the public image of the Church and possibly
secure friends in the government. 1 This was done amidst the damaging, nation-wide
publication of allegations of polygamy by government officials. 2 Grant found it difficult
to broach the subject, but boldly stated in a letter to Brigham Young that “(P)olygamy is
the bone in the throat, it causes a great deal of coughing and sneezing, wind, etc. But I
shall give it to them as I would feed a hemlock tree to a jackass.” 3

1

See Gene A. Sessions, Mormon Thunder: A Documentary History of Jedidiah
Morgan Grant (Urbana, Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1982).
2

See Gerrit Dirkmaat, “Enemies Foreign and Domestic: US Relations with Mormons
in the US Empire in North America, 1844–1854,” (PhD Diss., University of Colorado, 2010).
3

Jedediah M. Grant to Brigham Young, 10 March 1852. See Church History Library,
CR 1234, box 39, fd. 12; Online in the Brigham Young office files, 1832-1878 (bulk 18441877); General Correspondence, Incoming, 1840-1877; Letters from Church Leaders and
Others, 1840- 1877; Jedediah M. Grant, 1844-1854; Jedediah M. Grant letter;
https://catalog.churchofjesuschrist.org/assets?id=9903a06b-c853-452a-b13d69b9110501c6&crate=0&index=1.
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“Give it to them” he did near the end of 1851, as Grant explained the truthfulness
of the claims of plural marriage to Thomas L. Kane, one of the only members of the
federal government sympathetic to the Latter-day Saints and their cause. 4 This was simply
one of many steps taken to move toward the official acknowledgement of plural marriage,
although it had been practiced quietly by Church leadership for about a decade and was
well known among the general membership of the Church. 5 Then, in August of 1852, a
Church conference was called, and the primary topic was plural marriage. For the first
time in an official capacity, Church leadership taught and endorsed the doctrine and
practice of plural marriage publicly. 6
This became one of the most pivotal decisions that Church leadership had made up
to this point; not just the initial announcement to about two-thousand members in Salt
Lake City, but the subsequent and immediate attempts to expound plural marriage to
society beyond the borders of the Territory of Utah and outside the scope of the religious
zeal of the Saints. The execution of these essential responsibilities was entrusted primarily

4

See Leonard J. Arrington, “‘In Honorable Remembrance’: Thomas L. Kane’s
Services to the Mormons,” BYU Studies Quarterly 21, no. 4 (1981).
5

The most reliable information states that plural marriage in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints began in a semi-official capacity in 1842. See Brian C. Hales,
“Joseph Smith’s Personal Polygamy.” Journal of Mormon History 38, no. 2 (2012), 163-228.
6

Joseph Smith had tried to teach polygamy in 1842-43 in casual settings with small
groups, but was unsuccessful. See Richard S. Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy: A
History (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1986), 48; quoting Joseph Lee Robinson, Journal,
23–24.

2

to one man: the Apostle Orson Pratt. To provide a greater understanding of this
momentous shift and Pratt’s importance and industry as preacher and persuader, this thesis
will a) demonstrate why Orson Pratt was the ideal candidate for such an undertaking; b)
assess the motivation for and context of the public unveiling and defense of plural
marriage; c) analyze Pratt’s rhetoric of the first public treatise on the subject given to the
Saints at the aforementioned conference on 29 August 1852; and d) compare rhetoric and
reasoning between Pratt’s sermon to the Saints and his persuasive periodical written to the
nation from Washington D.C. titled The Seer. This comparative analysis has not been
previously researched, and will provide a nuanced analysis of the similarities and
differences in argumentation that Pratt employed as he endeavored to defend an incredibly
unpopular and misunderstood practice.

“The Great Mormon Evangelist”: Orson Pratt and the 1852 Announcement of Plural
Marriage 7
Brief Background of Plural Marriage in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
A great deal of excellent scholarship has been published on plural marriage. 8 It is
claimed that as early as 1831 Joseph Smith was instructed somewhat on the doctrine of

7

Pratt was given this title by the staunchly “anti-Mormon” Salt Lake City newspaper
the Salt Lake Tribune in his surprisingly positive obituary. See Salt Lake Tribune, 4 Oct.
1881, p. 4.
8

A brief literature review is useful at this stage. The works listed below (only some of
which were directly utilized in this thesis) barely begin to account for the breadth of literature
available; however, they represent some of the most comprehensive and modern works.
Amidst all this research, this thesis hopes to shed light on a crucial and under-represented

3

plural marriage through revelation as he was translating the Hebrew Bible. 9 He would
have been twenty-five years of age and the Prophet and chief Elder of the fledgling
Church of Christ, later renamed The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. In the
early 1840’s, Joseph and a few other leaders in the Church began to practice plural
marriage in secret. Though Joseph was certainly hesitant to publicly acknowledge

period and Orson Pratt’s fascinating rhetoric employed when the Church launched its crusade
to preach and persuade about plural marriage.
For a broader treatment of “the principle,” see Richard S. Van Wagoner, Mormon
Polygamy: A History (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1986); B. Carmon Hardy, Doing the
Works of Abraham: Mormon Polygamy: Its Origin, Practice, and Demise (Norman, OK:
Arthur H. Clark Co., 2007); Kathryn M. Daynes, More Wives Than One: Transformation of
the Mormon Marriage System (Urbana; Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2008); and
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, A House Full of Females: Plural Marriage and Women’s Rights in
Early Mormonism 1835-1870 (New York: Vintage Books, 2018).
For a treatment of Joseph Smith era plural marriage, the most comprehensive work is
Brian C. Hales, Joseph Smith’s Polygamy, 3 vols. (Salt Lake City: Greg Kofford Books,
2013); see also Todd M. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness: The Plural Wives of Joseph Smith
(Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2015); and an overview by several contributing scholars on
the website of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints:
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/topics/plural-marriage-in-kirtland-and-nauvoo?lang=eng;
Few larger works specifically cover the narrow time period explored in this thesis. The
works of David J. Whittaker have been most helpful and influential. See his PhD dissertation
“Early Mormon Pamphleteering,” (PhD. Diss., Brigham Young University, 1982) and other
articles referenced in this thesis. See also Christine Talbot, A Foreign Kingdom: Mormons
and Polygamy in American Political Culture, 1852-1890 (Urbana, Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 2013), and another broad essay on the period at
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/topics/plural-marriage-and-families-in-earlyutah?lang=eng.
Concerning later plural marriage and its decline, see B. Carmon Hardy, Solemn
Covenant: The Mormon Polygamous Passage (Urbana, Chicago: University of Illinois Press,
1992), as well as another general essay at https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/topics/themanifesto-and-the-end-of-plural-marriage?lang=eng.
9

See Daniel W. Bachman, “A Study of the Mormon Practice of Plural Marriage
Before the Death of Joseph Smith,” (Master’s thesis, Purdue University, 1975).

4

practicing polygamy during his lifetime, 10 he taught the principle to trusted associates and
even asked some to begin practicing the principle, citing divine authority. 11 A handful of
members, including the succeeding prophet Brigham Young, married multiple wives, both
before but more so after the death of Joseph Smith in 1844. As subsequent years passed,
the practice slowly spread among the Apostles of the Church, including Orson Pratt. It
was not until the pivotal 1852 announcement by Pratt that the veil of secrecy would be
lifted in what one scholar called “the most courageous act of spiritual defiance in all
American history.” 12

Orson Pratt as Spokesperson and Apologist
This ‘courageous act’ of moving toward openness concerning plural marriage was
a unique challenge, as polygamy was morally repugnant in the culture of mid-eighteenth
century America. 13 In fact, due to the cultural climate at the time, the practice of plural

10

See statement by Lorenzo Snow: Lorenzo Snow, quoted by Eliza R. Snow in
Biography and Family Record of Lorenzo Snow (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Company,
1884), 69–70.
11

Lorenzo Snow, deposition, United States Testimony 1892 (Temple Lot Case), part
3, p. 124, Church History Library, Salt Lake City, Utah.
12

Harold Bloom, The American Religion: The Emergence of the Post-Christian
Nation (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992), 108. Cited in Hardy, Doing the Works of
Abraham, 75.
13

See, for example, a congressional debate on Polygamy on 4 May 1854, in which the
New York delegate Caleb Lyon opined that the assembled delegates should “nip this evil in
the bud, for the sake of morality, religion, and Christianity.... By the blessed memory of those
virtuous spirits who battled for liberty not licentiousness it should be blotted out, as a stigma,
a dishonor, a disgrace, from existence on the soil of North America.” Quoted and discussed at

5

marriage was denied publicly by the Church in many instances, including after the
migration of the majority of the Saints to Utah. 14 The motivations for and context of
declaring the doctrine of plural marriage will be discussed in the next section; the first
consideration here is the necessity of Church leadership to choose the right individual to
represent the Church in the elucidation and persuasion that would be necessary to speak to
the Church and to the citizens and government of the United States about polygamy.
Orson Pratt, a member of the Church nearly since its inception, 15 was the natural
choice for these essential tasks for two important reasons. First, Pratt was an apologist at
heart. He was a prolific writer, a convincing speaker, 16 and was well regarded among the

length in Stephen E. Smith, “Barbarians within the Gates: Congressional Debates on Mormon
Polygamy, 1850–1879.” Journal of Church & State 51, no. 4 (September 2009): 587–616.
doi:10.1093/jcs/csq021. Also, “The Seer: A Mormon Journal,” The Republic (Washington
D.C.), 29 Dec. 1852.
14

Note the following examples of public denials given during periods in which we
have documented practitioners of plural marriage: Liverpool LDS Millennial Star, 1 August
1842, 74; 15 Jan. 1850, 29-30, 1 July 1845, 22–23; Nauvoo Times and Seasons, 1 Sept. 1842,
909; 1 Oct. 1842, 939.
15

Orson Pratt was baptized by his brother Parley P. Pratt on 19 September 1830. Full
biographical information can be found in chapter one of Breck England, The Life and Thought
of Orson Pratt (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1985). See also
https://www.josephsmithpapers.org/person/orson-pratt.
16

Brigham Young stated that “There is not a man in the Church that can preach better
than Orson Pratt upon any subject which he understands. It is music to hear him…” See
Journal of Wilford Woodruff, 27 January; Church History Library, MS 1352; Wilford
Woodruff journals and papers, 1828-1898; Wilford Woodruff Journals, 1833-1898; Wilford
Woodruff journal, 1860 January-1865 October;
https://catalog.churchofjesuschrist.org/assets?id=801702bf-e607-4f0d-82d0e0f84b8c2406&crate=0&index=19.

6

Saints. 17 David J. Whittaker, who has written about Pratt in several academic papers,
stated that Pratt was “the most prolific and perhaps most influential early Mormon
pamphleteer. . . . He authored over thirty works on both religious and scientific topics.
Influential during his own lifetime, he wielded even more influence after his death.” 18
During an address celebrating the Latter-day Saint Church’s centennial in 1930, John
Henry Evans stated: “In the first century of ‘Mormonism’ there is no leader of the
intellectual stature of Orson Pratt.” 19
Pratt added experience alongside his aptitude. First, he had extensive involvement
in Latter-day Saint writing and publishing. Most importantly, from 1848–1851 (leading up
to his departure to Washington D.C.) Pratt published some fifteen pamphlets of Church
material and edited the Latter-day Saint Millennial Star, a monthly periodical published
for and by the Saints. 20 He also had an incredible amount of experience in missionary

17

Milando Pratt, Orson Pratt’s son, submitted a series of articles titled “Life and
Labors of Orson Pratt,” in which he offered the following statement about his father:
“Before allowing the reader to enter upon the following sketch, it is but justly due that the
writer should preface it by offering an apology for attempting to prepare a manuscript for
publication upon the life and character of a man, whose noble career has not only been
eminently interwoven with the history of the latter-day Saints, ecclesiastically, but also in
the affairs and human events of a great commonwealth.” From The Contributor (12:1),
quoted in Orson Pratt, ed. Elden Jay Watson, The Orson Pratt Journals (Salt Lake City: E.J.
Watson, 1975).
18

David J. Whittaker, “Orson Pratt: Prolific Pamphleteer,” Dialogue 15 (Autumn
1982), 27.
19

John H. Evans, The Heart of Mormonism (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, for the
LDS Department of Education, 1930), 411.
20

Andrew Jenson, Latter-day Saint Biographical Encyclopedia, Vol. 1 (Salt Lake
City: Deseret News Press, 1901), 87-91. This source is an excellent biographical sketch by a

7

work, and his assignment to Washington D.C. was considered a mission. In all, he served
twenty-five missions of varying lengths—seventeen of those occurring before traveling to
Washington. 21 These experiences would help Pratt prove himself an able and committed
defender of the principle of plural marriage and the lifestyle of the Saints.
The second reason Pratt was an ideal mouthpiece for the Church on this delicate
and challenging subject was the absolute conviction he felt that the doctrines taught in the
church were unquestionably true, including plural marriage. 22 Pratt came to this certainty,
however, through a harrowing ordeal that not only challenged his moral understanding of
marriage and fidelity, but strained his relationships with his family, friends, and religious
leaders. As will be shown, to personally endorse and eventually practice plural marriage,
he himself needed to be convinced of the doctrine’s veracity, and come to understand its
place in Latter-day Saint society. These challenges, perhaps more so than his inherent
intellectual capabilities, prepared him to be an unflinching apologist.

contemporary of Orson Pratt. Accessible at
https://contentdm.lib.byu.edu/digital/collection/BYUIBooks/id/3434.
21

See the entry for Orson Pratt Sr. in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
missionary database at https://history.churchofjesuschrist.org/missionary/individual/orsonpratt-sr-1811?lang=eng.
22

Perhaps the greatest evidence of this point is that Pratt made the following statement
just days after he and his wife were excommunicated over a plural marriage-related
controversy: “Neither have I renounced the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, but
believe that its doctrine, which has been extensively published in both America and Europe, is
pure and according to the scriptures of eternal truth, and merits the candid investigation of all
lovers of righteousness…” From a self-explanatory letter in The Wasp 1 (Sept. 1842), 4.
Quoted in Watson, Orson Pratt Journals, 181.

8

In the year 1842, when plural marriage was being carefully introduced by Joseph
Smith among the leaders of the Church, Pratt was among the few that were introduced to
the doctrine. It is clear that he did not initially agree with what was being taught. John
Taylor recorded at the time:
Orson Pratt also had some difficulties… Arising out of the introduction of
the celestial order of marriage. It seems, from remarks made in a
conversation that I had with him afterwards, but he did not fully realize or
comprehend the situation. … I took every pains that I possibly could to
explain the situation of things, to remove his doubts, and to satisfy his
feelings, but without avail. At one time I talked with him for nearly 2 hours,
to prevent, if possible, his apostasy or departure from the church. But he
was very sorely tried, and was very self-willed and stubborn in his feelings,
and would not yield. His feelings were bitter towards the Prophet Joseph
Smith and others, and the result was that he was dropped from his position
in the quorum [of the twelve apostles].” 23
Not only did Pratt have a personal disagreement with the doctrine of plural
marriage, it appears that his ousting from the Church was actually catalyzed by a more
complicated and personal situation. In 1841, Pratt came home to Nauvoo from a
missionary journey to Great Britain and returned to a drama that would unfold over the
next year. Sarah Pratt, Orson’s wife of nearly six years, had accused Joseph Smith of
making sexual advances toward her while her husband was away. Others, including the
Prophet Joseph Smith, accused Sarah of having sexual relations with a recent newcomer to
Nauvoo named John C. Bennett. Sarah recounted the following (notably over forty years

23

John Taylor, ed. G. Homer Durham, The Gospel Kingdom: Selections From the
Writings and Discourses of John Taylor, Third President of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 2002), 193-194.

9

later): “Joseph made his propositions to me and they enraged me so that I refused to
accept any help [from the Church]… When Bennett came to Nauvoo… He knew that
Joseph had his plans set on me; Joseph made no secret of them before Bennett, and went
so far in his impudence as to make propositions to me in the presence of Bennett…” 24
As the matter was being investigated, a neighbor in Nauvoo went on record,
claiming instead improper relations between Sarah and John Bennett while Orson Pratt out
of the country. She stated concerning Sarah and Bennett, “I am satisfied that their conduct
was anything but virtuous, and I know Mrs. Pratt is not a woman of truth, and I believe
the statements which Dr. Bennett made concerning Joseph Smith are false, and fabricated
for the purpose of covering his own iniquities, and enabling him to practice his base
designs on the innocent.” 25
This turbulent situation took place in the midst of the doctrine of plural marriage
being circulated among the Apostles. Bennett even claimed that he was taught a system of
“spiritual wifery” by Joseph Smith, and that may have been implicated in his alleged
relationship with Sarah. 26 Thus, Pratt was not only disturbed about a difficult Church

24

W. Wyl, pseud. (Wilhelm Ritter von Wymetal), Mormon Portraits (Salt Lake City:
Tribune Printing and Publishing Co., 1886), 61.
25

Letter from Stephen H. Goddard to Orson Pratt, 23 July 1842, published
in Affidavits and Certificates, Disproving the Statements and Affidavits Contained in John C.
Bennett’s Letters, Nauvoo, Illinois, 31 Aug. 1842. Available at
http://signaturebookslibrary.org/affidavits-and-certificates/.
26

John C. Bennett, ed. Andrew F. Smith, The History of the Saints, or an Exposé of
Joe Smith and Mormonism, 3rd ed. (Urbana, Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2000), 5–6.

10

doctrine, this new principle was inextricably intertwined with a personal and deeply
painful family situation. He struggled in the conflict of loyalty between his wife and a
Prophet and Church to which he had dedicated his life. He recorded the following during
this distressing experience:
I am a ruined man! My future prospects are blasted! The testimony upon both
sides seems to be equal: The one in direct contradiction to the other—how to
decide I know not neither does it matter for let it be either way my temporal
happiness is gone in this world if the testimonies of my wife and others are true
then I have been deceived for twelve years past—my hopes are blasted and
gone as it were in a moment—my long toils and labors have been in vain. If on
the other hand the other testimonies are true then my family are ruined forever.
Where then is my hope in this world? It is gone—gone not to be recovered!! Oh
God, why is it thus with me! My sorrows are greater than I can bear! 27
Pratt sided with his wife in the end, claiming Joseph Smith had lied about his
allegations toward Sarah, and both were excommunicated on 20 August 1842. 28 Likely
due to Pratt’s devotion to the Church (see quote in footnote 22), the Pratt family remained
in Nauvoo. Even during his brief excommunication, Pratt was still well-regarded among
the Apostles. John Taylor related in the same letter quoted above that “of brother Pratts
integrity, indefatigable labors, purity of life, zeal for the cause of God, and untiring
devotion in proclaiming the word of the Lord, I cannot speak in terms of too high praise or

27

Orson Pratt letter, 14 July 1842. Church History Library, MS 16976. From the
document summary: Includes a note in the handwriting of William Clayton indicating Pratt’s
letter was written in the printing office and subsequently retrieved on a street in Nauvoo,
Illinois. https://catalog.churchofjesuschrist.org/record?id=29291737-619d-47d3-9999661af44c1409&view=summary.
28

Richard S. Van Wagoner and Steven C. Walker, A Book of Mormons (Salt Lake
City: Signature Books, 1982), 212.

11

affectionate regard…” 29 Orson and Sarah Pratt were rebaptized on 20 January 1843, just
five months after their excommunication. 30
The ordeal though which Orson Pratt struggled appears to have only strengthened
his desire to espouse and defend and the principles taught by the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints. Furthermore, Pratt began practicing plural marriage himself in
November of 1844; though all of the details are not particularly well-established, the best
scholarship on Orson Pratt’s polygamy suggests that he married a total of ten women and
fathered forty-five children. 31 Considering his gifts, deep commitment and eventual
involvement, it is not surprising that Brigham Young turned to Pratt when the decision
was made to move forward with a full-scale public unveiling of the principle and practice
of plural marriage. Pratt then quickly became the most outspoken defender of plural
marriage in the Church.

Motivation and Movement Toward a Public Announcement
Latter-day Saint leaders were already beginning to move toward a public
announcement in 1851. It was in February of that same year that a notable shift took place
as Brigham Young addressed the Utah Territorial Legislature. For the first time in such a

29

John Taylor, The Gospel Kingdom, 194.

30

Concerning Pratt’s reinstatement, see Scott H. Faulring, ed. An American Prophet’s
Record: The Diaries and Journals of Joseph Smith (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1989),
294-95.
31

See Richard S. Van Wagoner, “Sarah M. Pratt: The Shaping of an Apostate,”
Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 19, no. 2 (1986): 69-99.

12

capacity, Young did not outright deny the practice of polygamy, beginning to open the way
for a later public announcement from his office. 32 Another early step toward a public
acknowledgement was the aforementioned appointment of Jedediah Grant by Brigham
Young to the east coast, there to assist in the defense of the Church as it responded to
allegations of polygamy.
It was not long after arriving in Washington that Grant felt it necessary to inform a
Pennsylvanian named Thomas L. Kane that the charges of polygamy were true. Kane had
been defending the Church in print and in public for years. In a letter describing the
conundrum to Brigham Young, Grant described his encounter thus: “relating to our
domestic relations he past it by saying it was false. I found myself therefore under the
disagreeable necessity of volunteering to tell him how far it was false and how far it was
true.” 33 Grant related that he explained to Kane that plural marriage was necessary
because females in the territory of Utah outnumbered males three to two, and this issue
was encouraging many women to marry outside the church. Grant also explained a

32

Brigham Young began to change his “tone and direction” in an official address to
the Utah Territorial Legislature, dated 5 February 1851. See Elden J. Watson, comp. and ed.,
Brigham Young Addresses, 1865-1869, A Chronological Compilation of Known Addresses of
the Prophet Brigham Young, Vol. 2 (Salt Lake City: Elden J. Watson, 1979). Cited in David J.
Whittaker, “The Bone in the Throat: Orson Pratt and the Public Announcement of Plural
Marriage,” Western Historical Quarterly 18, No. 3 (July 1987), 298.
33

Jedediah M. Grant to Brigham Young, 30 Dec.1851, Brigham Young Collection,
Church History Library. Cited in Matthew J. Grow, The Prophet and the Reformer: The
Letters of Brigham Young and Thomas L. Kane, (United Kingdom: Oxford University
Press, 2015), 138.

13

spiritual component—that the prophet Joseph Smith had determined by counseling with
God and was commanded to practice the marital system of the ancient patriarch Abraham.
He also assured Kane that the rights of women were actually better than in some parts of
the country and were held sacredly, and that this was the case within larger polygamous
families of church leaders. Appealing to the bible, and Kane was a Christian, Grant
pointed out that the Mormon marriage system was simply “the faith of the ancients
reduced to practice.” 34
In response, and with candor, Kane wrote to Brigham Young about his
conversation with Grant. He stated:
I wish to thank you for making my old friend Grant the bearer to me of his
tidings. I ought not to conceal from you that they gave me great pain.
Independent of every other consideration, my Pride in you depends so much
on your holding your position in the van of Human Progress, that I have to
grieve over your favor to a custom which belongs essentially, I think, to
communities in other respects behind your own.
. . . I think it my duty to give you thus distinctly my opinion that you err: I
can now discharge you and myself from further notice of the subject. 35
Despite his disapproval, Grant was certain that Kane would continue to support the Saints
in Washington. 36 Grant’s conversation with Kane appears to be the first admission of
polygamy to a public official by a Latter-day Saint with firsthand knowledge.
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Fortunately for the Saints, Kane was indeed still their friend in Washington. In the
spring of 1852, Grant and Kane co-authored a letter that was published in the New York
Herald, intended to address polygamy, as it had become a pressing social issue for the
Church. 37 In May of that year, due to strong public interest, they then issued a 64-page
pamphlet that contained the first letter and two additional letters. While this document did
not contain any admissions or clarifications on the situation in Utah, the dialogue once
again moved toward a public announcement. A defense of plural marriage that would
come to be used often is even contained in the third letter, “But as to the charge of
Polygamy, again: Suppose I should admit it, Whose business is it? Does the Constitution
forbid it?” 38 Scholar David Whittaker asserts that Grant’s bold approach and public
statements, along with “his success in securing Kane’s support, apparently sustained
Brigham Young in a growing conviction that his own office would have to respond
publicly to the controversy.” 39

leave us when we are in trouble…” From the same letter in footnote 33, cited in Grow, The
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The 1852 Conference: Orson Pratt’s Address and His Defense of Plural Marriage
The slow warming toward an official debut of the principle of plural marriage
culminated on 28–29 August 1852, when the Prophet of the Church, Brigham Young,
organized a special Church conference. This conference, called in part to bolster
missionary work in the Church, was held in Salt Lake City in the tabernacle. It was then
that Orson Pratt publicly announced the doctrine of plural marriage, taught the reasons
behind its inception and practice, and verified the doctrinal and practical endorsement of
the Church.
This announcement came a full decade after the initiation of the practice had taken
place in Nauvoo, Illinois, the former home and headquarters of the Church and its people.
Orson Pratt was introduced by Brigham Young and asked to speak on the topic of
“plurality of wives.” Pratt told the two-thousand or so in attendance that his assignment to
speak was a surprise to him at the time, both the timing and the subject. 40

say nothing; for if their sayings and testimony are rejected, there is nothing before me to
reply.” The document can be found in the Church History Library CR 1234, Brigham Young
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Though apparently surprised to be speaking on the subject, polygamy was not a
new or even uncomfortable concept for Pratt. In addition to his history with the concept
discussed previously, he had several occasions on which to contemplate the doctrine
during the weeks prior to the 29 August meeting. During several Quorum meetings,
Church leaders opened Joseph Smith’s 1843 revelation on “celestial marriage” (now
published in the Doctrine and Covenants as section 132)—which dealt with many things,
including plural marriage—to serious and lengthy discussion. On Sunday, 8 August 1852,
thirteen of the leading brethren listened as secretary Thomas Bullock read the revelation,
after which they discussed the it in great detail. 41 One week later on 15 August, several
church leaders (including Pratt) again met to discuss the principle of “plurality.” 42 Earlier
that same day, Brigham Young had instructed a congregation about the importance of
“growing by degrees,” encouraging them not to reject truth because of their traditions. 43
Plural marriage may have been on the Church President’s mind, and this sermon a
precursor and preparation for things to come. He cited lengthy quotes from Doctrine and
Covenants section 76, the very text that Pratt would also refer to in his address.
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Thus, when Pratt was called upon to speak on the topic of polygamy among the
Mormons, he already had many recent opportunities to reflect, refine, and prepare to
speak on the subject. It was the Sunday session (29 August) in which Pratt spoke at
length. In the afternoon session, Brigham Young offered a succinct history of the
revelation on celestial marriage, and suggested that no man would be exalted without
applying the principles and doctrines contained in the revelation. After his words, Thomas
Bullock read the entire revelation to the congregation. 44
Pratt followed with an eloquent and well-organized discourse, making it unlikely
to have been as spontaneous as he reported when called to speak. His arguments set the
stage for the defense of plural marriage for years to come. 45 Many that would defend
plural marriage used the positions established by Orson Pratt that Sunday. There are
several theses present in Pratt’s address, some of which rely on one another to maintain
logic. The rhetoric employed in this first address to the Saints will be carefully analyzed;
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subsequently, the arguments will be compared against those utilized in Pratt’s Washington
D.C. publication The Seer to tease out the subtle (and not-so-subtle) differences that
comprised Orson Pratt’s defense of plural marriage.
Legal and Theological Underpinnings
Pratt’s first major claim in the Celestial Marriage address is that Latter-day Saints
have the right under the constitution of the United States to practice a system of marriage
that is an expression of religious belief.
I think, if I am not mistaken, that the constitution gives the privilege to all the
inhabitants of this country, of the free exercise of their religious notions, and
the freedom of their faith, and the practice of it. Then, if it can be proven to a
demonstration, that the Latter-day Saints have actually embraced, as a part and
portion of their religion, the doctrine of a plurality of wives, it is constitutional.
And should there ever be laws enacted by this government to restrict them
from the free exercise of this part of their religion, such laws must be
unconstitutional. 46
Lawmakers and politicians would eventually decide that this claim was untrue. 47 Regardless,
it would have appealed to a people who were devoted to the constitution, despite their rocky
history with government relations. 48 Pratt then leads the congregation on a careful journey
through several interrelated doctrines in order to finally land at several points regarding
marriage, including plural marriage.
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1. In the premortal existence of mankind, man was sired as a spirit child of a divine
Father in heaven.
The “Mormons” have a peculiar doctrine in regard to our pre-existence… Why
the fact is, that being that animates this body, that gives life and energy, and
power to move, to act, and to think; that being that dwells within this
tabernacle is much older than what the tabernacle is. … the spirits of all men,
male and female, did have an existence, before man was formed out of the dust
of the ground. But who was their Father? I have already quoted a saying that
God is the Father of our spirits. 49
2. The work of the Father is eternal in nature; His designs and the course of the lives of
men fit into an eternal plan.
Suffice it to say, that Abraham and many others of the great and noble ones in
the family of spirits, were chosen before they were born, for certain purposes,
to bring about certain works, to have the privilege of coming upon the stage of
action, among the host of men, in favorable circumstances. 50
3. All of the spirit children of Heavenly Father are to be born on the earth in order to
receive a mortal body and fulfill the eternal plan of the Father.
The Lord has ordained that these spirits should come here and take tabernacles
by a certain law, through a certain channel … Here, then, we perceive, just
from this one principle, reasoning from the blessings of Abraham alone, the
necessity—if we would partake of the blessings of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob—of doing their works; and he that will not do the works of Abraham
and walk in his footsteps, will be deprived of his blessings. 51
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4.

His last point (which was his most important in the context of plural marriage) argues
that marriage, being eternal, is the divinely appointed method of offering bodies to
these spirits from heaven. Thus, plural marriage, in a household of faith and
obedience, offer the highest number of spirits possible the opportunity to receive an
earthly tabernacle in a setting wherein they can learn the Gospel of Jesus Christ and
live a life that will allow them to return to their God.
The Lord ordained marriage between male and female as a law through which
spirits should come here and take tabernacles, and enter into the second state of
existence … [they are] reserved until the dispensation of the fullness of times,
to come forth upon the face of the earth, through a noble parentage that shall
train their young and tender minds in the truths of eternity, that they may grow
up in the Lord, and be strong in the power of His might, be clothed upon with
His glory, be filled with exceeding great faith … among the Saints is the most
likely place for these spirits to take their tabernacles, through a just and
righteous parentage … like unto the Patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob of
old. 52

That final line, “like unto the patriarchs”, is a clear reference to plural marriage as practiced
by the ancient prophets, and the function of polygamy in fulfilling the grand objectives of
God that Pratt mentioned.
Rhetoric and Reasoning Concerning Plural Marriage Addressed to the Saints
With the theological groundwork laid, and within the context of the divine nature of
marriage, Pratt offers to the Saints specific reasons and conditions pertaining to the
practice of plural marriage:
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a. Those that obeyed the principle of plural marriage fulfilled the commandment given to
Adam and Eve to multiply and replenish the earth: “says the Lord unto the male and
female, I command you to multiply and replenish the earth… Does it say, continue to
multiply for a few years, and then the marriage contract must cease?” 53
-

The appeal of this argument is readily apparent—people willing to traverse the
United States on foot for their religious cause are eager to please the God they
worship. Plural marriage provides an opportunity to greatly “multiply” in a
God-sanctioned alternative family structure.

b. Participants in plural marriage are able to experience and enjoy the promises offered
to Abraham and his posterity:
We read that those who do the works of Abraham, are to be blessed with the
blessing of Abraham… Here then, was a foundation laid for the fulfillment of
the great and grand promise concerning the multiplicity of his seed. It would
have been rather a slow process, if Abraham had been confined to one wife, like
some of those narrow, contracted nations of modern Christianity. 54
-

The Abrahamic covenant was very important to the Latter-day Saints. 55 They
saw themselves as the modern-day house of Israel and were anxious to obtain
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the blessings of this covenant. 56 Plural Marriage was another opportunity to
secure these deeply desired blessings.
c. The world is debased, and the practice of polygamy would lift the world and provide a
more moral system of marriage:
Whoredom, adultery, and fornication, have cursed the nations of the earth for
many generations, and are increasing fearfully upon the community… How is
this to be prevented? for we have got a fallen nature to grapple with. It is to be
prevented in the way the Lord devised in ancient times; that is, by giving to His
faithful servants a plurality of wives. 57
-

According to Pratt, these moral problems were not so much an issue in the Salt
Lake valley, but problems with the world at large. Within the context of
speaking on the moral problems in the world, Pratt stated that
the sword of the vengeance of the Almighty is already unsheathed, and
stretched out, and will no more be put back into the scabbard until it falls
upon the head of the nations until they are destroyed, except they
repent… We believe that God is gathering out from among these nations
those who will hearken to His voice, and receive the proclamation of the
Gospel, to establish them as a people alone by themselves, where they
can be instructed in the right way, and brought to the knowledge of the
truth. 58
With the connection of the concepts of the immorality of the world and God’s
work of “gathering” those who would hearken to his vice, this argument was
likely intended for the outgoing missionaries. During the same August 1852
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conference, over one hundred missionaries were called. 59 They would certainly
be required to defend plural marriage, and Pratt was arming them with a ready
defense.
d. Those who participate in plural marriage provide mortal bodies within ideal families
to the most valiant and righteous sons and daughters of Heavenly Father. In so doing,
they help to build up the Kingdom of God through successive righteous generations:
This is the reason why the Lord is sending them here, brethren and sisters; they
are appointed to come and take their bodies here, that in their generations they
may be raised up among the righteous… this would be their highest pleasure
and joy, to know that they could have the privilege of being born of such noble
parentage. Then is it not reasonable and consistent that the Lord should say unto
His faithful and chosen servants… take unto yourselves more wives? 60
-

The Saints were fixated upon the idea of Zion, and their focus was that of
building Zion, both in a literal and figurative sense. An essential component of
the building of Zion was raising a righteous posterity. According to Brigham
Young, this was an individual endeavor as well as a family affair:
When we conclude to make a Zion we will make it, and this work
commences in the heart of each person. When the father of a family
wishes to make a Zion in his own house, he must take the lead in this
good work, which it is impossible for him to do unless he himself
possesses the spirit of Zion. Before he can produce the work of
sanctification in his family, he must sanctify himself, and by this means
God can help him to sanctify his family… 61
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One way to establish and strengthen Zion was for God’s “faithful and chosen”
to participate in plural marriage, increasing the number of children raised in
homes with “noble parentage”.
Pratt’s arguments rely entirely on the faith and devotion of his audience. They have
their own spiritual logic, and build upon one another, culminating in the clever merger of
plural marriage with their well-established concept of Zionism. Pratt’s incisive approach is
designed to yield not just conviction, but obedience among the homogenous membership
of the Church of Jesus Christ Latter-day Saints.
The proceedings from the special conference were published in the local Deseret
News as a stand-alone “Extra.” It was forty-eight pages long and contained Orson Pratt’s
edited address and the text of the 1843 revelation on celestial marriage. Church leaders
knew that the move to go public with the doctrine and the practice would invite public
attention and scrutiny, but it also allowed members to openly discuss and defend
polygamy. Consider Hosea Stout’s journal entry from the 29 August 1852:
In the afternoon the Revelation on that subject [polygamy or plurality of
wives] given to Joseph on the 12th of July 1843 was publicly read for the first
time to the great joy of the Saints who have looked forward so long and so
anxiously for the time to come when we could publicly declare the true and
greatest principles of out holy religion and the great things which God has for
his people to do in this dispensation. 62
If Hosea Stout’s sentiments are any indication, the membership of the Church was
eager to not only know more about plural marriage but to be able to debate, defend, and
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live the principle as a sacred and important element of their religious practice. Needless to
say, the announcements made by Pratt and Young opened the door to not only verbal
dialogue but also to the practice of the principle by the laymen of the Church.

Orson Pratt’s The Seer and the Public Defense of Plural Marriage
The publication of Pratt’s “Celestial Marriage” sermon formed the foundation of
the defense of polygamy for years to come. The text of the revelation and Pratt’s welldefined points in his initial address gave missionaries materials to work with when
teaching and debating on plural marriage. Despite these materials being available, it
appears that Brigham Young desired to expand their efforts to explain plural marriage,
especially in the eastern United States, where those that sat in the seats of government
could be reached. In the months following the public announcement he commissioned
certain leaders in the Church to strategically publish pro-polygamy materials in various
locations throughout the United States. 63
Publication seemed to be the primary defensive weapon of the Church when
arguing for the merits of plural marriage. Orson Pratt’s The Seer was by far the most
detailed, articulate, and consistent in addressing plural marriage. Pratt carefully and
methodically planned out a systematized defense of plural marriage. The Seer was issued
in sixteen-page booklets, and at twenty issues, was a 320-page work devoted to teaching,
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expounding, and the convincing of others of the merits and truthfulness of the “ancient”
practice of plural marriage. 64
The Seer was unique among Latter-day Saint publications. First, it contained
exclusively the writings of Orson Pratt. It was a subscription pamphlet, and received a
respectable 700-plus subscriptions from individuals or organizations at its peak, but very
few sales at bookstores. 65 Pratt did not waste any time getting the work into the hands of
others, and the January 1853 first issue was actually in the hands of subscribers as early as
23 December 1852. 66
Pratt was anxious to write and publish quickly because it seemed to him that the
window of opportunity to preach on plural marriage appeared to be open. Pratt wrote the
following to Brigham Young: “My object has been to hurry out the whole 12 Nos. of the
Seer as soon as possible in order that the evidences and arguments in relation to Plurality may
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be sent before the minds of the people before their works shall appear in opposition, and also
that they may be led to investigate while the subject is fresh before their minds.” 67
Rhetoric and Reasoning Concerning Plural Marriage Addressed to the Nation
Despite Pratt’s prolific writing, most of his arguments defending plural marriage
throughout the publication run of The Seer are recycled and reframed from their original form
as presented in the very first edition. Pratt utilized several arguments, including scriptural,
constitutional, social, and moral arguments. Pratt wisely included the text of Joseph
Smith’s 1843 revelation on the subject in the first issue of The Seer and employed the
principles taught there in publications and debates. 68 The following are Pratt’s arguments as
presented in The Seer, and comparisons with his rhetoric employed when speaking to the
Saints.
a. Many other countries and peoples practice polygamy—it is not at all uncommon
worldwide.
PLURALITY OF WIVES is a doctrine very popular among most of mankind at the
present day. It is practiced by the most powerful nations of Asia and Africa, and by
numerous nations, inhabiting the Islands of the sea, and by the Aboriginal nations
of the great Western Hemisphere. The one wife system is confined principally to a
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few small nations, inhabiting Europe and to those who are of European origin,
inhabiting America. 69
-

This argument was not presented to the Saints, and it is Pratt’s leading argument in
his publication. He asserts that the system of plural marriage is considered a
normal part of society in most other parts of the world, no doubt in an attempt to
de-escalate all the sensationalism and misunderstanding surrounding the topic in
the United States. He drove this point home by stating “If the popularity of a
doctrine is in proportion to the numbers who believe in it, then it follows that the
Plurality system is four times more popular among the inhabitants of the earth,
than the one wife system.” 70 The crux of this argument is that it conversely paints
Americans as unusual in their views rather than the Latter-day Saints.

b. Plural marriage is moral and virtuous: “Those nations do not consider it possible for a
man to commit adultery with any one of those women to whom he has been legally
married according to their laws… Adulteries, fornications, and all unvirtuous conduct
between the sexes, are severely punished by them.”
-

One of the great problems for the Church in their practice of plural marriage is that
it was abhorrent to Americans in general. The platform for the Republican party in
1856 included the injunction that they would rid the nation of “the twin relics of
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barbarism: slavery and polygamy.” 71 It might even be argued that while the
citizens of the United States were divided on the morality of slavery, very few
considered polygamy moral. Pratt clearly hoped they would come to see the
practice as wholesome rather than barbaric.
c. Plural marriage is not only virtuous in and of itself—it is a preventative measure against
all forms of sexual immorality:
Plurality among them is considered, not only virtuous and right, but a great check
or preventative against adulteries and unlawful connections which are among the
greatest evils with which nations are cursed, producing a vast amount of suffering
and misery, devastation and death; undermining the very foundations of happiness,
and destroying the frame-work of society, and the peace of the domestic circle. 72
-

This was perhaps the most difficult argument for most Americans to get behind.
The Saints already viewed (with some exceptions) plural marriage as right and
good. Elsewhere in the nation, polygamy was considered deeply immoral—thus, if
the reader did not already subscribe to Pratt’s previous argument about the
inherent morality of polygamy, this particular statement has little merit. Pratt goes
on to claim that because the US and European nations did not espouse plural
marriage, some of them were “overrun with the most abominable practices.” 73
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d. The practice of plural marriage is protected by the constitution of the United States as a
religious practice, and on equal ground legally as monogamy:
The Constitution and laws of the United Sates, being founded upon the principles
of freedom, do not interfere with marriage relations, but leave the nation free to
believe in and practice the doctrine of a Plurality of wives, or to confine themselves
to the one wife system just as they choose. This is as it should be; it leaves the
conscience of man untrammeled, and so long as he injures no person, and does not
infringe upon the rights of others, he is free by the Constitution to marry one wife,
or many, or none at all, and becomes accountable to God, for the righteousness or
unrighteousness of his domestic relations. 74
-

This was an essential argument for his audience in Washington, and
elaborated much further than what was shared with the Saints in Utah. In the
hub of the federal government, Pratt attempted to convince his readers that the
Saints and their marital practices ought to be respected as a religious practice
and protected as such. Furthermore, he frames it as a matter of conscience.
Constitutionally, the married, plurally married, and single should be protected;
morally, all are accountable to God only and should not be forced to conform
to a cultural standard or legal mandate on the structure of marriage.

e. Plural marriage is not only constitutional, enacting laws to protect its practice is
constitutional: “if any State or Territory feels disposed to enact laws, guaranteeing to each
of its citizens the right to marry many wives, such laws would be perfectly
constitutional…” 75
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-

The slight difference between his argument here and to the Saints is notable. To
Church members, he communicated that they should be protected in their religious
practices by the constitution of the United States. To those on the east coast (likely
targeting government officials, some of whom were reading The Seer) 76 it is
constitutional to enact laws to secure that religious right to “marry many wives.”
In essence, it was socially responsible and constitutionally necessary to protect the
Latter-day Saints in their religious practices, including their religious marital
practices.

f. Revered biblical figures practiced plural marriage in righteousness, and they were
blessed by God for doing so:
Neither God nor His angels reproved Abraham for being a Polygamist, but on the
contrary, the Almighty greatly blessed him and made promises unto him,
concerning both Isaac and Ishmael, clearly showing that Abraham practiced, what
is called, Polygamy, under the sanction of the Almighty. Now if the father of the
faithful was thus blessed, certainly it should not be considered irreligious for the
faithful who are called his children to walk in the steps of their father Abraham. 77
-

Here Pratt attempts to appeal to a largely Christian nation on spiritual grounds.
Still using Abraham as an example, he adjusted his argument to his audience. His
readers were Christian believers, but not of the house of Israel. That designation
was reserved for the Latter-day Saints who had made the appropriate covenants.
Thus, instead of using covenant language, Pratt couches plural marriage in the
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context of faith and righteousness—something his audience was sure to
understand.
g. False customs cause some to view plural marriage as evil, and the strong of mind can
overcome those false customs by examining the doctrine under the proper influences:
Custom causes four-fifths of the population of the globe to decide that Polygamy,
as it is called, is a good, and not an evil practice; custom causes the balance, or the
remaining fifth, to decide in opposition to the great majority. Those individuals who
have strength of mind sufficient to divest themselves entirely from the influence of
custom, and examine the doctrine of a Plurality of Wives under the light of reason
and Revelation, will be forced to the conclusion that it is a doctrine of Divine
origin. 78
-

Pratt’s rhetoric here places the reader in a tight spot—one is either in the minority
and under the burden of false customs, or mentally strong enough to shed those
false customs and join the majority in considering polygamy not just good, but
divine. Most of Pratt’s arguments are logical and appeal to reason. Here, he
appeals to the emotions in targeting the reader’s sense of social enlightenment and
mental fortitude. There was no need to do this among the Saints, where the
divinity of plural marriage was inherent in its presentation.

h. Even if American society cannot agree with plural marriage, they ought to at least
reciprocate the liberty of religious exercise offered to them by the Saints:
“If we cannot convince you by reason nor by the word of God, that your religion is wrong,
we will not persecute you, but will sustain you in the privileges, guaranteed in the great
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Charter of American Liberty: we ask from you the same generosity -- protect us in the
exercise of our religious rights…” 79
-

As a final argument Pratt offers an acceptable alternative to supporting or
believing in the doctrine of plural marriage. If he was unsuccessful in convincing
the reader of the principle’s divine origin, they could at least support the Saints in
their free exercise of religious practice. Religious liberty was incredibly important
to Americans in the nineteenth century, and Christianity played an essential role in
society, government, and family life. 80 Thus, Pratt’s concluding argument astutely
provided a way for all to come to terms with plural marriage, even if they still had
moral or personal reservations.

Conclusion: The Failure of The Seer, and the Success of Orson Pratt
The Seer ran for twenty months, and had by the end declined in subscriptions and
interest significantly. Despite a great deal of effort and his careful rhetoric, Pratt was
unhappy with the results, and wrote to Brigham Young that he felt that the lack of positive
response was due to “the difficulties which attend the presentation, for the first time, of so
delicate a subject.” 81
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Even from the beginning of his time in the nation’s capital, Orson Pratt appears to
have vacillated between optimism and despondency. He wrote to Brigham Young about
one of his first sermons in the Temperance Hall: “It cost me about $20 to advertise my
meetings through the papers & by hand bills; after preaching 4 times I called for a
collection to defray the expenses of the Hall, & received from a crowded hall about ninety
cents,” but within a few sentences, assures Young “do not think that I am discouraged, for
I do greatly rejoice in the mission you have given me… and I do believe with all my heart
that the Lord will build up a Church of the Saints by my hands here in Washington…” 82 In
another letter, he laments, “Not one soul have I found in Washington who seems to
manifest the least disposition of inquiry,” yet on the very next page, rejoices that “the
whole press is thundering down upon us; and this has been better than several million of
advertisements. I get letters constantly from all parts of the United States and British
Provinces…” 83 Not for lack of effort, Pratt found his task daunting, frustrating, and
expensive.
Part of that frustration was the unfavorable media riposte. Washington D.C.
newspapers responded to The Seer with a range of reactions, but none were overtly
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positive or supportive. One paper, in a mixture of mockery, disdain, and social
commentary, printed a lengthy response to Pratt and his efforts:
Orson Pratt has been given in charge of the States east of the Rocky Mountains, and
particularly to convert all the ladies to the beauties of the plurality system of
marriage. Our Mormon brothers, it seems, are getting their necks into a noose…
The doctrine of plurality of wives is no shadow, and the people of the States may as
well look to it at once, as one of the disturbing elements of the social, if not the
political government. It is not easy, it is true, to see how it can progress…
If ladies, “strong-minded and independent,” can be converted to supply even the
missionary demand, they will be able to do a pretty thriving business. Allowing
twenty to each—which we think very reasonable for such enterprising men—it will
require six thousand women to satisfy the missionary saints alone. 84
Other papers, perhaps with less satire, were still indifferent and often negative. 85
Another frustration Pratt experienced was the antagonism he received from Dr.
John M. Bernhisel, whom he considered as a personal friend. Bernhisel was also a
long-tenured member of the Church, and Brigham Young’s selection as delegate for
the Territory of Utah in the House of Representatives. According to a leading scholar
on John Bernhisel, the Congressman “strongly suggested that Pratt’s undertaking was
a serious mistake. Bernhisel complained that just when conditions in Washington had
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started to look more promising for the Mormons, Pratt arrived and ‘his preaching and
publishing greatly revived prejudice against us.’” 86
Despite the opposition and lack of success, and after months of publishing,
Pratt was untiring in his efforts. “The press is a powerful engine, and I want to keep
my pen busy for the benefit of this nation and others, who may wish to inform
themselves of the doctrines of the Saints.” 87 In the end, the work of Pratt’s busy pen
found few believers in Washington; and, “after the excitement on the introduction of
celestial marriage [had] mostly subsided,” he and his work met with “a bitter, cold,
silent, deadly hatred,” and The Seer published its final issue in August of 1854. 88

Jules Remy, a naturalist and traveler who published his adventures, met and
conversed with Orson Pratt. He dubbed him the “philosopher and show-speaker” of the
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Latter-day Saints. 89 Pratt employed these considerable gifts in oration and writing to
promote an incredibly unpopular doctrine. Despite his failure to convince the nation of the
merits of plural marriage, Pratt’s legacy was among his own people. At Pratt’s death,
Wilford Woodruff, a friend and fellow Apostle, stated:
In a humble village of the Empire State, a man was born of whom it was said,
as he lay in his casket at Salt Lake City on the 6th of October, 1881, that he had
traveled more miles, preached more sermons, studied and written more upon the
gospel and upon science, than any other man in the Church. That man was Orson
Pratt… 90
Such was Pratt’s reputation that the Church paid tribute to him and his efforts at
the one-hundred-year anniversary of his birth. Due in part to his many years of labor
defending plural marriage, Latter-day Saints became entrenched in their commitment to
the practice and defense of plural marriage; among the Saints, Pratt’s rhetoric and
reasoning formed the foundation of a decades-long crusade to defend their beliefs and way
of life that lasted even beyond his death in 1881. 91
Illustrative of Pratt’s influence and elevated station among the Saints, a Scottish
Latter-day Saint poet named John Lyon wrote a poem to honor Pratt titled “Eulogy to
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President O. Pratt.” It was published very near the time Pratt was sent to Washington, and
is worthy of presentation here in its entirety as a précis of all that Pratt was to the Saints:
EULOGY TO PRESIDENT O. PRATT
If truth in man be virtue’s highest aim,
And gifted wisdom all that’s worth a name;
If reasoning power, with intellect refin’d,
Be heav’ns best boon, to aid the human mind!
Say, who so highly honour’d by our God,
To point the way to bliss, and lead the road,
By preaching, precept, practice, and the pen,
As Elder Pratt, among apostate men?
Where in the lab’rinth of scholastic lore,
Could one be found so powerful to restore
Plain simple Truth from dreamy aërial things
More flighty than the Heavenly host with wings,
And endless jangle ‘bout causality,
Than Pratt’s expose of Immateriality?
And who of all the Theologic school,
Could write of ZION with prophetic rule,
Or pen GOD’S KINGDOM with precision clear,
Except the man who’d seen our martyr’d Seer?
Whose claims, and titles, with superiority,
He’s well maintained in his Divine Authority;
And given an outline of his heavenly visions,
Opposed to Satan and the world’s derisions;
Or yet defend, like an inspired sage,
The BOOK OF MORMON from the sacred page.
Such works demand our lasting gratitude,
And will be read by all the great and good,
Who long to see a kingdom raised on earth,
Where Truth and Virtue only will be worth.
Where man will learn to love his fellow man,
And do each other all the good they can.
Where mere nonentity and senseless clatter,
On dreamy themes and non-existent matter
Will have no place, nor fictious story-telling,
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In all the colleges of Zion’s dwelling. 92
Despite years of effort and argumentation from Pratt and others, federal scrutiny
and fracturing within the brethren eventually led to a decline in the commitment to plural
marriage, and the endorsement of the Church ended in 1890. 93 Yet, at its announcement
and for years thereafter, the passion Church members had for “the principle” was deep and
abiding, and Pratt played an essential role in their understanding of plural marriage. For a
time, Pratt and the rest of the Saints resolutely carried forward the grand mission
introduced by Brigham Young during the August 1852 conference that began it all:
“[Plural Marriage] will sail over, and ride triumphantly above all the prejudice and
priestcraft of the day; it will be fostered and believed in by the more intelligent portions of
the world, as one of the best doctrines ever proclaimed to any people.” 94
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